ABSTRACT: Laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) are a universal phenomenon observed in all classes of solid materials, giving rise to a variety of self-assembled subwavelength structures with different symmetries. These promising features have opened new opportunities for laser structuring of materials in a wide range of applications, including plasmonics, nanophotonics, nanoelectronics, sensing, and even mechanics. However, there is an ongoing debate about the formation mechanism of LIPSS, and the current picture stems mainly from the combined effort of theoretical modeling and experimental studies of the final structures produced. Here we demonstrate femtosecond-resolved imaging of the formation process of such structures produced by ultrashort laser pulses in silicon. The particular type of LIPSS studied are well-aligned amorphous−crystalline fringes generated in dynamic processing conditions, whose period can be tuned and which can be extended over large areas. Using a moving-spot, multiple-pulse irradiation approach we are able to spatially and temporally resolve the birth and growth of individual fringes. We demonstrate that the formation process is initiated by free electron generation leading to nonthermal melting, liquid phase overheating, and rapid solidification into the amorphous phase.
N anostructuring material surfaces with novel textures and high precision has become a key requirement for scientific and technological progress in the vast field of nanotechnology. Among the numerous strategies employed, top-down approaches based on sculpting an initially featureless material are generally most established and have reached a high level of maturity. Prominent examples are lithographic techniques, 1 in which complex patterns are designed and imprinted by photons, electrons, or ions. Bottom-up approaches consist in brick-like building of extended nanostructures by assembling atomic or molecular units, 2 which would be prohibitively time-consuming if not performed in parallel. Self-assembly is arguably the perfect bottom-up approach since an organized structure spontaneously forms as a result of local interactions among the components. 3 In practice though, structures fabricated by self-assembly processes tend to suffer from defects. This limitation has triggered new approaches based on guiding self-assembly mechanisms by external fields, leading to improved structures. 4 A highly flexible strategy of guided self-assembly is based on ultrafast laser irradiation of material surfaces, leading to the formation of so-called laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS). 5−11 The incident laser light interferes with a scattered surface wave or excited surface plasmon polarition (SPP), 12 leading to a modulated intensity distribution, which is the driving force for the self-organization process. Different models have been developed to relate material parameters to the specific LIPSS features produced. 11−17 While most works attribute LIPSS formation to the presence of SPPs, Zhang et al. have shown recently by means of modeling that near-and farfield scatter fields interfering with direct laser light have the potential to trigger formation of low and high spatial frequency LIPSS structures. 17 Experimentally, high-quality structures based on this process have been produced by exploiting local and nonlocal feedback mechanisms. 10 Despite the enormous progress made in this field, fundamental questions about the underlying mechanisms and their dynamics remain open. Hoḧm et al. 18 have used an indirect, though powerful method to extract information about the formation dynamics by performing double pump pulse experiments and analyzing the final structure as a function of the pulse delay. However, only very few experimental works exist 19−21 that attempt to directly monitor the formation dynamics of LIPSS, which is essentially due to the multiple challenges posed for the experimental technique employed. Sokolowski-Tinten and co-workers 19 have addressed some of these challenges by means of single-shot pump−probe coherent XUV-scattering techniques using a free electron laser. The authors observed indications of a periodic structure that started to form during the picosecond pulse and lasted up to 2 ns, after which the sample started to disintegrate due to the high excitation level. Kafka et al. 20 employed a pump−probe optical microscopy technique detecting scattered light upon the formation of LIPSS in Cu. In order to facilitate LIPSS formation upon a single femtosecond pulse, they used a custom-made sample with a mechanically formed groove. Jia et al. 21 employed an optical time-resolved imaging technique with a temporal resolution of 1 ps and a spatial resolution of 440 nm to study LIPSS formation in Si. They observed an onset of periodic ripple formation tens of picoseconds after material excitation and found the formation process to end after 1.5 ns.
While providing some insight into the underlying mechanism, all strategies are limited to static irradiation with a maximum lateral LIPSS extension of a few tens of micrometers. Furthermore, they fail to convincingly address the issue of pulse number, which is crucial for LIPSS, as the final structure depends on the number of laser pulses. The technique presented in this paper has the ability to acquire the pulse number dependence in parallel, inherently disentangling its inter-relation with the laser fluence. The strategy allows directly resolving and monitoring the LIPSS formation process with femtosecond temporal and submicrometer lateral resolution in true writing conditions of laterally extended grating structures. In a recent work we have shown that lines and areas with parallel LIPSS patterns formed of amorphous and crystalline fringes can be written in silicon by a careful balance of pulse energy, laser repetition rate, and scan speed. 22 Translating these conditions to a stepwise moving-spot excitation approach and synchronizing it with optical pump−probe microscopy 23−25 allows us to unravel the dynamics of the LIPSS formation process. Figure 1 shows the principle of the pump−probe microscopy technique (see also Methods): An ultrashort pump pulse incident at an angle on the sample surface triggers LIPSS formation while a delayed ultrashort probe pulse is used for illumination. The illuminated area is imaged by means of a microscope objective onto a charge-coupled device camera (CCD). The delay between pump and probe pulses can be adjusted in steps of 50 fs. We have chosen a strategy to move the sample by an amount equal to the fringe period between consecutive pulses, which serves a double purpose. First, it ensures that extended lines and areas of amorphous−crystalline fringes are written by providing the optimum pulse number for maximum fringe contrast. 22 Second, it ensures that each excitation pulse is incident onto an equivalent fringe structure at the same spatial position. Our results demonstrate that this coexistence can be overcome by a proper selection of the movement direction, strongly enhancing one period and suppressing the other. Whether this simple but effective strategy might also work for standard ablative LIPSS remains to be explored, and we are not aware of related studies. Figure 2 shows images recorded with the moving-spot pump−probe microscope during the writing process at a fluence F fringe = 140 mJ/cm 2 . Figure 2a features an image of the front of the fringe line being written, in which the upper halfimage has been recorded before exposure to a further pump pulse, whereas the lower part shows the resulting changed ripple front 1 s after the pump pulse. By comparing both subimages, an increase in contrast and lateral extension of a few fringes near the front, as well as the formation of a new, short fringe with weak contrast at the very front, can be observed. In situ microscopy images of the Si surface during laser writing of amorphous fringes. (a) The upper half-section of the frame corresponds to a micrograph of the fringes before the arrival of an excitation pulse; the lower section to one afterward, at a long delay (1 s). The arrow labeled 1 points to a fringe that is weakly present before and whose contrast is increased after irradiation, whereas fringe 0 is newly formed by the pulse. (b−e) Series of images recorded at different delay times (cf. image labels) after arrival of the excitation pulse. The images in (b)−(e) display relative reflectivity changes with respect to the fringe structure before irradiation.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The temporal evolution from the "before"-state to the "after"-state can be followed in the sequence of four time-resolved in situ microscopy images shown in Figure 2b The formation dynamics of these ripples can be followed by recording images at ultrashort delays. At a pump−probe delay of 400 fs, a pronounced change in reflectivity can be appreciated at the leading edge of the fringe front in Figure  2b . This strong reflectivity increase lasts hundreds of picoseconds before the reflectivity begins to decrease in the nanosecond delay range (cf. t = 1.5 ns, Figure 2d ). The difference in the overall shape of the ripple front between images is caused by the fact that each image corresponds to a different region (moving-spot approach) and that surface imperfections influence fringe quality. It is worth noting that the size of the excitation spot (horizontally elliptic with 1/e 2 − diameters of 170 μm × 100 μm) is much larger than the region in which transient changes of the fringe structure can be observed.
For a quantitative analysis of the transient reflectivity changes we have built a composite image (Figure 3) , composed of horizontal slices of transient images shown in Figure 2 forming the spatial dimension, stacked vertically for different delays that form the temporal dimension, with the reflectivity change being false-color coded as the third dimension (see Methods). It is worth emphasizing that the spatial dimension along the horizontal axis provides simultaneously a fourth dimension, the effective pulse dose N eff per fringe. This fact is due to the moving-spot approach of the technique, in which the sample is moved between pulses in steps equal to the fringe spacing (Λ c(52°) ≈ 3.53 μm) to the right, leading to an increase in pulse number to the right.
In order to ease interpretation of this complex map, we have performed a separate experiment, investigating the temporal evolution of the reflectivity of a static and unexposed Si surface upon single-pulse irradiation, not generating LIPSS. In this way the specific features of the ultrafast response of Si can be discussed and used as a benchmark for the analysis of the fringe formation dynamics, being significantly more complex. Sokolowski-Tinten et al. have studied the material response of Si upon ultrashort laser excitation below the ablation threshold, employing somehow different irradiation parameters and point-probing. 26, 27 The authors identified several key stages, which we do observe nicely in our images and use as a reference for interpreting the data obtained on fringe formation employing the moving-spot technique, as discussed in the following sections.
In Figure 3 (right column, single-pulse data) a slight reflectivity increase surrounded by an annular decrease can be observed at a delay of 150 fs. This ultrafast optical response can be explained by free carrier generation due to the high laser peak intensities involved. Using a simple Drude model (see Methods) we have calculated the evolution of the surface reflectivity of c-Si at the illumination wavelength as a function of free electron density n e for our experimental conditions. The data obtained (cf. pink curve in Figure 4c ) feature an initial decrease of reflectivity before increasing above the level of the nonexcited material at the critical electron density. A comparison of this curve to the single-pulse data allows an ) and the outer ring of decreased reflectivity (n e = 1 × 10 22 cm
−3
). When comparing the single-pulse data to the data on fringe formation at the same delay, care needs to be taken to limit the comparison to crystalline regions. These are either those between amorphous fringes or fringe #0, which is being formed by the very laser pulse used to record the image. A reflectivity profile of the image at t = 150 fs is displayed in Figure 4a . While for fringe #0 and #1 and near to them negative ΔR values around −5% are obtained at this delay, fringe #2 shows an increase of 10%, comparable to the minimum and maximum values obtained in the single-pulse data at this delay (cf. Figure  3 , right). An important conclusion that can be drawn at this point is that the maximum transient electron density achieved during fringe formation lies in the range n e = (1−4) × 10 . This experimentally determined n e range is considerably higher than the one predicted from modeling for ablative LIPSS in Si (n e = (1−7) × 10 21 cm −3 ), 9 yet consistent with experimental results for single-pulse ultrafast melting. 27 The data at ultrashort time delays also provide information on the possible presence of surface plasmon polaritons. 13, 14 On one hand, our results show that the free electron density of c-Si is strongly increased by the laser, approaching that of metals for which SPPs can potentially be observed. On the other hand, if present, one would expect a modulation in reflectivity in the form of dark fringes reaching out far to the left of fringe #1. In fact, the profile at t = 150 fs in Figure 4a suggests such a weak periodic modulation. The expected strong attenuation of an SPP wavepacket in absorbing materials might explain why only a few periods can be observed. Yet, attenuation in Si, even when excited, should be considerably less than in metals. Alternatively, the excitation pattern we observe, confined near the fringe front, is fully consistent with being triggered by far-and near-field scattering, interfering with the directly incident laser light as proposed in ref 17, which also explains the period observed experimentally.
For an estimation of n e values within already well-formed (amorphous) fringes (#2 and higher), the cyan curve in Figure  4c needs to be considered, corresponding to the calculation for amorphous Si. The predicted absence of negative ΔR values is indeed observed experimentally. The positive ΔR increase is larger, pointing toward higher n e values than in the c-Si regions. This stronger excitation is consistent with the high linear absorption coefficient of the amorphous phase (k a-Si = 0.109 compared to k c-Si = 0.006 at 800 nm) dominating over the combined action of linear and two-photon absorption in the crystalline phase. 27 Following the excitation stage, the material melts at sufficiently high pulse fluence. The molten phase of Si is characterized by a metal-like state, featuring a high reflectivity in the visible region. The optical properties of molten Si are known 28 and can be used to calculate the expected reflectivity increase upon surface melting as a function of melt depth (cf. Figure 4d ; see also Methods). This first-order phase transition may occur through different pathways and with different time scales, depending on the fluence used. The blue curve in Figure  4b shows the reflectivity evolution of the single-pulse experiment at a fluence F 1 = 170 mJ/cm 2 , above the melting threshold (F m = 134 mJ/cm 2 , cf. Methods for its determination). The ultrafast reflectivity rise within Δt = 600 fs is consistent with nonthermal melting due to a lattice instability induced by a high density of free electrons. 26, 29 This conclusion is in agreement with our estimated n e values, which exceed the threshold for nonthermal melting (n e,thresh ≈ 10 22 cm
). 27 An equally fast reflectivity rise is observed for fringe #1 (red curve in Figure 4b ), indicating nonthermal melting. It is worth noting that the slightly lower reflectivity maximum is not an indication of a shallow melt depth but a result of the narrow fringe width (≈1.8 μm), leading to an averaging effect of different local fluences caused by the limited spatial resolution of our microscope. A slower reflectivity rise is observed for fringe #0 (black curve in Figure 4b ), obtaining its maximum reflectivity value at t = 7 ps, pointing toward thermal melting, induced by electron−phonon coupling. 26 The different transition times can be understood by the stronger excitation of #1, being partially amorphous before excitation and having thus a higher linear absorption coefficient. Another important conclusion that can be drawn in this context is that the crystalline regions between amorphous fringes have not experienced melting and rapid solidification, despite the free electron plasma generated in this region.
An interesting feature of the reflectivity response of both bare Si and fringes can be observed at delays around t = 5 ps (Figures 3 and 4) , featuring a notable decrease. This behavior is not a sign of surface ablation, since no crater is formed afterward and the reflectivity of the molten phase recovers at longer delays. This transient reflectivity decrease is caused by the high temperature of the liquid, behaving similar to a metal upon heating. Several groups have studied this behavior using a double pulse excitation configuration, in which the second pulse heats the melt. 30, 31 A modified Drude model (see also Methods) can be used to describe the reflectivity change upon heating. Figure 4e shows the resulting curve from the melting point (T m ) up to the boiling point (T b ). By placing the values of the reflectivity dips of the experimental data in Figure 4b on this curve, an estimation of the transient maximum overheating of the melt can be done. This way, an overheating of ΔT = 280 K above T m is found for the single-pulse experiment at F 1 and ΔT = 990 K for fringe #1. Even higher values are found for the single-pulse experiment at the peak fluence (ΔT = 1360 K at F max = 240 mJ/cm 2 ), yet still being below the boiling point, which is consistent with the absence of an ablation crater.
Upon cooling of the melt at longer delays, solidification takes place. In bulk c-Si, this process is known to occur interfacially with velocities (v int ) depending mainly on irradiation parameters. For Si⟨100⟩ Thompson reported epitaxial recrystallization to take place for v int < 13 m/s and a shallow melt depth, whereas amorphization is observed for higher velocities. 32 An estimation of v int in our experimental conditions can be made from Figure 4b , by measuring the decay time (90% to 10% criterion) from the high reflectivity value (molten phase) to the value of the solid phase at the melting temperature (see Methods). 33 According to Figure 4d , this solidification time corresponds to propagation of the liquid− solid interface from a depth of d = 20 nm to the surface. For the single-pulse experiment this occurs in Δt ≈ 1.3 ns, leading to v int = d/Δt ≈ 15 m/s, above the threshold for amorphization, which is consistent with the partially amorphous state after irradiation. For fringe #1, a solidification time Δt ≈ 1.5 ns and v int ≈ 13 m/s can be estimated, just above threshold and consistent with the partial amorphous state after solidification.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We report an optical method capable of simultaneously generating laser-induced self-assembled periodic structures and resolving spatially and temporally their formation process. The method benefits from a moving-spot approach, which ensures the formation of high-quality structures and constant irradiation conditions, allowing the parallel acquisition of the formation dynamics for different pulse doses. Applied to the case of periodic amorphous−crystalline patterns in silicon, we have investigated the dynamics of the formation process, identifying different key stages and their corresponding time scales, starting with the generation of free electrons at high density, and leading to nonthermal melting, liquid phase overheating, and rapid solidification into the amorphous phase. The results are consistent with an excitation process being triggered by far-and near-field scattered light that interferes with the directly incident laser light, without the need to involve surface plasmon polaritons. Our technique has the potential to clarify the formation dynamics and mechanisms of other laser-induced periodic surface structures, whose origin is still under debate.
■ METHODS
Moving-Spot Femtosecond Microscope. The laser system used is a Ti:sapphire femtosecond amplifier providing pulses of 120 fs fwhm (full width at half-maximum) at 800 nm center wavelength with a repetition rate of 100 Hz. A mechanical shutter selects a single pulse, which is split into two fractions: pump and probe. The pump pulse is p-polarized and focused at the sample surface at an angle of 52°to generate an excited elliptical region with a measured Gaussian intensity distribution (170 μm × 100 μm 1/e 2 diameters). The pulse energy is controlled by a combination of a half-wave plate and polarizing cube beamsplitter. The probe pulse is frequencydoubled to 400 nm and used to illuminate the sample surface through an objective lens at normal incidence. The same objective (20×, NA = 0.42) collects the probe light and projects in combination with a tube lens an enlarged image of the sample surface onto a 16-bit CCD camera. For performing moving-spot microscopy of LIPSS, the first stage is to generate a situation of stable LIPSS formation upon moving the spot over the sample surface. This is done by initially exposing the static sample to an elevated number of pulses at the optimum fluence for LIPSS formation. This leads to amorphization of a large spot, accompanied by minor surface damage. Then, the sample is moved in discrete steps equal to the fringe period (Λ = 3.53 μm) and performing single-pulse exposure after each movement, which leads to the progressive formation of fringes. After about 30−50 steps the fringe line is fully developed and the fringes are parallel and well-aligned. This is the starting condition for the time-resolved study, which consists in moving the sample one step and recording an image illuminated with a probe pulse without excitation ("before"), with excitation ("pump−probe"), and without excitation ("after"). Afterward the sample is moved a further step, and the sequence is repeated for a different probe delay. The acquisition procedure is illustrated schematically in Figure 5 . It should be emphasized that all images displayed and analyzed in this paper are singleshot images. The reproducibility is very high, which has been tested by recording several images at constant delay.
Image Analysis. Image normalization is performed by dividing for each delay the corresponding "pump−probe" image by a "before" image and the "after" image by the "before" image, saving the resulting normalized images in 32-bit format. The values are then converted into reflectivity percentage changes by subtracting 1 and multiplying by 100. From the treated image horizontal cross sections of 20 pixel height are cropped and color-coded to fabricate Figure 3 . Care was taken to position the cross sections at the correct horizontal position, which was done by aligning first the "after" images for each delay. The temporal evolution of fringes shown in Figure 4b was obtained by narrowing down the 20 pixel high horizontal profiles to stripes of 5 pixel height, performing a precise horizontal alignment of all cross sections to achieve fringe Definition of Melting Threshold and Solidification Time. Following the criterion given in ref 27 , we define the melting threshold as the lowest pump fluence for which the observed reflectivity rise equals the reflectivity R solid (T m ) of solid silicon at the equilibrium melting temperature of 1685 K. A simple method to determine R solid (T m ) with good precision is by taking the reflectivity level immediately after solidification, e.g., in Figure 4b for the single-pulse experiment at t > 3.5 ns, yielding ΔR solid (T m ) = 8%.
ACS Photonics
Modeling. A Drude model was used to calculate the contribution of the photogenerated free electrons (n e ) to the dielectric function of the laser-excited Si for Figure 4c The calculation of the reflectivity change upon melting shown in Figure 4d was performed with a program relying on an exact mathematical description of the interaction of an electromagnetic wave with an isotropic planar multilayered system formed by layers with different refractive indexes and absorption coefficients. The program transforms layer by layer in steps of 1 nm the optical constants of c-Si into those of liquid Si and calculates the reflectivity of the whole system at the probe wavelength (400 nm) as a function of the transformation depth.
Furthermore, the Drude model mentioned above was modified in order to describe the reflectivity behavior upon heating of molten Si. In a first approximation, the plasma frequency is assumed constant and the collision frequency ω c to increase linearly with temperature according to ω c (T) = ω c (T m )T/T m , with T m being the melting point (1685 K). 30 We have calculated the reflectivity change as a function of temperature for our case (400 nm probe light, normal incidence), using the relaxation time value τ = 2.1 × 10 14 s 
